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from Bird News, Vol. 1Be it. what it may - with the fundamental principles already observed; with
average care bestowed upon the species of birds congregated and attention given to their habits,
food and other demands; almost any structure or any arrangement will have a large measure of
success. The site is important; possibly in this climate a north or northwest frontage or frontage
and ends would suit most localities. A detached building would have sun allround, and would here
need only special protection according to the direction of prevailing winds and rain. It is well to
note in passing that birds dislike wind, and should be protected from It. Above all, dont place your
seed hoppers or feed boxes in the wind, for it is as risky and unpleasant for a bird to eat its spraymillet or German rape, in a wind current, as it is for some bald headed epicure to eat blue points, or
cracked crab at a window ledge or ventilator shaft. The shed or inclosed portion of the aviary
wants to be light, roomy, well-ventilated and free from drafts. Material, wood, brick...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful for all class of folks. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any moment
of your time (that's what catalogs are for about if you check with me).
-- Pr of. Za cha r y Pollich V
Completely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. I am very easily can get a
pleasure of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Antone Rog a hn Sr .
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